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Abstract 

Networks of today are passing through a rapid evolution. The broadband ISDN (B・ISDN)which offers a 
wide variety of telecommunication services is considered to be a powerful future network which can誌もisfythe 
demands of use同組dthe network providers. Even the network speed is incre国 edvery f.笛t剖 dby using DWDM 
technology the Ter油 it/sspeed is possible in the near fu ture ， the costumers requ白 t副官 increasingand new 
multimedia applications which need large bandwidth will appear in the future. For this rea回 ncontrol of user 
traffic will be very important to keep the Quality of Service (QoS) of other already established connections by 
detecting violations of negotiated p町田町民間組dtaking appropriate actions. In this paper， we propose a Fuzzy 
Policing Mechanism (FPM) for multimedia applications. We consider the case of still picture source control. 
The perform却 ceevaluation via simulation shows that the FPM efficiently controls the rnean cell rate of the still . 
picture source. 

1 Introduction 
Networks of today are passing through a rapid evolu-

tion. The broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) which offers a wide 
V出旬tyof telecommunication services is considered to be 
a powerful future network which can satisfy the dem組 ds
of users and the network providers. In this information 
age， customers担モ requesting担 1ever-increasing number 
of new services. Each of these services will generate other 
requirements for the B-ISDN. This large span of 同 quire-
ments introduces the need for traffic control. 

Even the network speed is increased very fast and by 
using Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) 
teclmology the Terabit/s speed is possible in the near fu-
ture， the costumers request訂 eincre舗 ingand new multi-
media applications which need large bandwidth will appear 
in the future. For this re出 oncontrol of田 ertraffic will 
be veηimport姐 tto keep the Quality of Service (QoS) 
of other already established connections by de旬ctingvi-
olations of negotiated p町田町何回 andtaking appropriate 
actions. 

The parameters for rnonitoring source traffic character-
istics are the mean bit rate， peak bit rate or peak burst 
duration. Policing of the pe北 cellrate is generally not 
complex and c組 beachieved by using a cell spacer or other 
PMs [1]. The control of the mean cell rate is mo同 diffic凶，

but is intended to irnprove the link u色ilizationwhen it h舗

もohandle bursty traffic sources. 

So far， some PMs have been proposed in literature such 
担 LeakyBucket Mechanism (LBM) and Window Mech-
anisrns (WMs). But， th蹴 PMscan't e田cientlymonitor 

the mean cell rate of bursty sources [2， 3， 4]. The WMs 
of traditional packet switched networks are not well suited 
to the bursty nature of the sources that will be supported 
in B-ISDN， and the LBM in the case of the mean cell rate 
control requires a veηhigh counter threshold to obtain an 
acceptable cell loss probability. This rneans that veηlong 
times are necessarγto detect a violation of the mean cell 
rate. Therefo陀， newPMs a陀 neededto control efficiently 
the mean cell rate of bursty sources. 

The uncertainties of B-ISDN traffic patteロ15出 ldthe 
complexity of the traffic control suggest a step-wise ap-
proach for defining traffic parame何回 andnetwork traffic 
control and congestion control mechanism. Fuzzy set the-
ory has been accepted in literature出 arobust mathemati-
cal fr誼 neworkfor dealing with certain forms of irnprecision 
that frequently occur in decision rnaking environments， but 
for which the probability calculus is inadequate. Such im-
precision is inherent in diverse broadband network environ-
ments with bursty nature of sources. In practical situations 
the mean of the arrival rate and the mean service rate are 
frequently fuzzy， i.e.， they can't be expressed in exact terms 
[5]. Many design and control problerns in comm~cation 
systerns are well suited for analysis using fuzzy set theory. 
Use of intelligent algorithms b邑 edon Fuzzy Logic (FL) 
C組 proveto be efficient for traf五ccontrol in high speed 
networks [6， 7， 8，司.

In this paper， we will make a compar恒onstudy of PMs 
for broadband net works and provide sorne insi俳句 how
policing can be used to control rnultimedia data. 

The organization of this pap町 isas follows. In Section 
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2， we discuss conventional PMs. In Section 3， we make 
the comparison of conventional PMs. In Section 4， we give 
the drawbacks of conventional PMs. In Section 5， we treat 
sexible PMs. In Section 6， we p問 senta FPM for still 
pictur倍 andgive some simulation results. Finally， Section 
7 concludes the paper. 

2 Conventional Policing Mecha-

nlsms 
Several PMs have been proposed 50 far. They are di-

vided in two groups: LBM and WMs. The perform組 ce
analysis of the conventional PMs is b笛 edon the prob-
ability thωη. The踊 sumptionsabout characteristics of 
出etraffic source have a significant insuence on the re・
叫 ts. Therefore， the tw句加eburst/silence model has 
be(m田 edfor performance analysis. The bursty source 
model is considered踊 theworsレC舗 etraf五cpattern. It al-
lows the relevant par，叩leters，namely peak bit rate， mean 
bit rate， and mean silence duration， to be varied indepen-
dently of each other. 

2.1 LBM and Its Variants 
2.1.1 LBM Variant 1 

This variant of the LBM consists of a counter which is in-
cremented by 1 each time a cell is genera.旬dby the source 
and decremented in fixed intervals as long as the counter 
value is positive. H the momentary cell arrival rate ex-
ceeds the decrementation rate， the counter value starts to 
incre掴 e.It is笛 sumedthat the source h舗 exceededthe 
admissible parameter range if the counter reaches a pre-
defined lli凶t，and suitable actions (e.g.， discard or mark 
cells)町 etaken on all subsequently geneI叫edcells until 
the counter ha.s fallen below its limit again. 

The G/D/l・sdelay loss system is an exact model for 
the violation probability of this LBM， which is identical to 
the packet loss probability if violating cells are discarded. 
Thi色modelconsists of a single server with deterministic 
service times (D)， a finite cap配 ityqueue with s w国ting
plac田， and a general arrival proc邸 (G).The町 vicetime 
of the model is chosen to be equal to the decrementation 
interval and出enumber of customers in the system (includ-
ing server and queue) directly represents the state of the 
counter. Therefore， the counter limit N is equal to (s + 1). 
Solutions are known for the sta.tion町'Ysystem with nega.-
tive exponential interarrival times and for Bernoulli input. 

2.1.2 LBM Variant 2 

The second variant of the LBM is one found in ref.問.This 
LBM corr白 pondsto a counter which is incremented each 
time a cell is generated by the so町 ce叩 dis decremented 
periodically with a suitable leaky ra.te. A cell剖 Tivingwhen
the counter h踊 reacheda given threshold N is dropped (or 
marked笛 anexcess cell). The control paramete四 ofthe 
LBM are two: the leaky rate a and buffer capacity N. 

This LBM can be modeled a.s G/D/l/N queue with fi-
凶tewaiting room N. No cell is actually queued and the 
stre出 nof accepted cells is not altered by the LBM. The 
analysis for this PM are carried out considering Ex配色

Model and Fluid Flow Approach. 

2.1.3 LBM Variant 3 

In Variant 1 and Variant 2 of the LBM no input buffer is 
provided. Vari組 t3 of LBM is to control the traffic sow by 
means of tokens [刈.An arriving cell first enters a queue. 
H the queue is full， cells are simply discarded. To enter the 
network， a. cell must first obtain a token from the token 
poolj if there is no token， a cell must wait in the queue 
until a new token is generated. Tokens are generated a.t 

a fixed rate corresponding to the average bit rate declared 
during Call Admission Control (CAC). H the nur曲 erofto-
kens in the token pool exceeds some predefined thr田 hold
value， token generation stops. This threshold value cor-
r田 pondsto the burstiness of the transmission declared at 
the connection admission time. For larger threshold val-
ues， more burstiness is allowed. This method enforces the 
av町 'ageinput rate while allowing for a certain degree of 
burstiness. The LBM can also enforce the traffic sow of 
constant bit rate applications by generating tokens at a 
rate corresponding to the peak rate. 

In this LBM， the input buffer provid田 controlof the 
tradeoff between the cell waiting times組 dthe cell loss 
proba.biliti回.In an extreme case， where no input buffer is 
provided， incoming cells do not have to wait in the buffer， 
but a large number of cells may be lost since all the vio・
lating cells (i.e.， cells arriving at the ra.te r.制erth却 that
of token generation when the token pool is empty) are dis-
carded. In the other extreme ca.se ( where an infinite input 
buffer is provided)， no incoming cell will be lost， but cells 
may suffer long waiting tim田・ Bychoosing an appropriate 
input queue size， the tradeoff between these two extremes 
can be controlled. 

2.2 Window Mechanisms 
The Window M陥ech陥胤lan剖n凶2

during which the number of担 T甘'iv吋ingpa.ckets is regula.ted 
according tωo pa訂r副 ne乱旬e路倍tablisぬhedduring call set-up. 

2.2.1 Jumping Window Mechanism 
(JWM) 

The JWM limits the maximum number of cells accepted 
from a source within a fixed time interval (window) to a 
maximum nurnber N. The new interval starts immediately 
at the end of the preceding interval (jurnping window) and 
the associated counter is restarted again with an initial 
value of zero. Therefore， the time interval during which 
a specific cell is insuencing the counter value vari回 from
zero to the window width. 

The probability that policing actions must be taken on 
a cell can be computed by using the counting process for 
the cell aπivals， which characterizes the nurnber of arriv-
ing cells in an arbitrary time interval. For example， the 
counting process for negative-exponential interarrival time 
is a Poison process， wherea.s for the discrete-time arrival 
process defined by a fixed proba.bility for a cell arrival in 
each time slot (Bernoulli arriv，必)the counting process has 
a binomial distribution. 

2.2.2 Triggered Jumping Window Mecha-
nism (TJWM) 

The time window is not synchronized with source activity 
in the JWM. To avoid the ambiguity problems ar色ingfrom 
this fact， the “triggered jurnping window" mechanism h舗

been proposed， where the time windows are not consecutive 
but are trigge問 dby the first arriving cell. 

The T JWM can be組 alyzedin a similar way踊 the
JWM. The only difference is tha.t the distribution of the 
counting process h邸 tobe calculated under the assurnption 
that the time interval starts with an aπival event， which 
is also included in the cell count. 

2.2.3 Exponentially Weighted Moving 
Average Mechanism (EWMAM) 

The EWMAM uses fixed consecutive-time windows like the 
JWM. The difference is that the ma.ximurn nurnber of ac-
cepted cells in the i -th window (Ni) is a function of the 
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Figure 1: Comparison of conventional PMs. 

allowed mean number of cells per interval N and an expo-
nentially weighted sum of the number of accepted cells in 
the preceding intervals (X，) according to the rule: 
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where 50 is the initial value of the EWMAM measurement. 
The constant "')' reftects the ftexibility of the algorithm with 
r田 pectto traffic burstiness. If (̂ = 0， the EWMAM be-
comes identical to the JWM. A value of ̂( greater th叩 o
allows more variable source behavior. 

(3) 

Mechanism Window 2.2.4 

incre話 esthe reaction time of the mechanisms. Decreasing 
the violation probability by usingぬefactor C > 1 will 
decre舗 ethe ability of the mechanism to detect reallong-
term par出 neterviolation. 

For a choice N = 1 and D = T， the LBM， MWM，組d
T JWM are identical and can be凶 edto police the max-
imum cell rate of a source江 thejitter of this cell rate is 
negligible. The time windows in the JWM and EWMAM 
are not synchronized with the cell田・rivalsand， therefore， 
these mechanisms are not able to enforce a minimum spac-
ing between cells with the dimensioning described above. 

Fig. 1 shows the behavior of the mechanisms for N = 2 
and the mean cell rate ~ aπivals for time unit. With a 

2 
factor C = 1， the dimensioning results in a window width 
of T = 4 time units for the WMs叩 din a deσ'ementation 
interval of D = 2 time units for the LBM Vari組 t1.

The factor "')' for the EWMAM h回 beenset to 0.5 and 
the actual counter limit is indicated by the dotted line. The 
MWM strictly limits the number of accepted cells within 
any possible interval， because every cell is remembered for 
exactly 4 time units. The other mechanisms allow inter-
vals of 4 time units with more than two accepted cells. 
Therefore，国sumingthe same traffic source and the s出 ne
dimensioning， the MWM  h笛 agenerally higher violation 
probability than the other WMs. The clipping of inac-
tive periods of the source between successive time windows 
in the T JWM results in a violation probab出tywhich is 
greater than the one of the JWM. The EWMAM， on the 
other hand， tolerates more short-term ftuctuations in the 
cell rate and yields a lower violation probability than the 
JWMifγis set greater th祖 zero(おrマ=0， the JWM and 
EWMAM are identi伺 1).In general， it can be stated that， 
under identical cond.itions， the following inequality holds : 

Comparison of the Conventional 
PMs 

For the JWM， EWMAM， and MWM， the ratio of the 
maximum accepted number of cells per interval N and win-
dow width T gives the long-term average cell rate入pthat 
is controlled by the m舵 hanism，while for the TJWM， this 
ratio is an upper limit for the controlled mean cell rate. 
Forthe LBM V町 'iant1， the controlled average cell rateλp 
is given by the reciprocal of the decrementation interval D. 
To allow more ftexibility in dimensioning the mechanisms， 
組 overdimensioning r.配torc 主1is introduced， giving the 
ratio of the policed目 IIrateλp to the actual me組 cellrate 
of the source入.With a choice of: 

N N 
T=一一=ーー. αnd D=一一=ーへ

入Cλp 入C 入p

all the mechanisms are dimensioned to control the same 
mean cell rate入p，which is equal to the mean cell rate of 
the source for C = 1. 

Nondeterministic traffic sources will violate the policing 
criterion with a certain probability because of their short-
term statistica.l suctuation， even if they respect the long 
term average. This probability can be decre踊 edfor a given 
policed cell rate入pby increasing the counter limit N for 
the LBM. The 5組 問 reasoningapplies to all the WMs if 
the ratio of N and the window width T is kept constant. 
For the EWMAM， the factor "')' can be also incre栂 edfor 
this purpose. On the other hand， incre担 ingN (and "')') also 

3 

PJYJVM 主 P54WM 主 PAZM と p:;~MAM. (5) 

4 Drawbacks of Conventional PMs 
The proposed conventional PMs have the following 

drawbacks. 

• WMs. 

The WMs are not well suited to the real-time services 
of the speed envisaged for the B-ISDN. 

• LBM Variant 1. This variant of the LBM is more 
sensitive to static overload than the WMs， but it uses 
a fuced dec同 mentationrate， thus it is not ftexible 
enough to cope with the bu四 tynat凶'e traffic sup-
ported by broadband networks. 
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(MWM) 

SiI凶larto the JWM， the maximum number of cell arrivals 
within a given time interval T is limited by this mechanism. 
The difference is that each cell is remembered for exactly 
one window width. That is， the arrival time of each cell is 
stored and a counter is incremented by one for each arrival. 
Exactly T time田 utsafter the arrival of an accepted cell 
the counter is deσemented by one ag出n.This mechanism 
can be interpreted as a window， which is steadily moving 
along the time axis. This mechanism requires that the 
出 Tivaltimes of up to N cells are stored for the duration of 
one window. 

The MWM  can be modeled by a multiple server loss 
system， where the deterministic service tim宙開ftectthe 
window width T出 ldthe number of servers is defined by 
the maximum allowed number N of cells in the interval. 
For poison arrivals， the violation probability of the MWM 
C誼 1be read.ily calculated by using Erl値 19'5loss formula， 
which is valid for general (including deterministic) service 
time distributions. 

(4) 



• LBM Variant 2. The LBM Va.riant 2 is a more ftex-
ible PM than the LBM Vari組 t1. But the nwnber of 
stat白 growsstrongly when the service is very bursty 
or the leaky rate approa.ches to the mean cell rate 
of the source. So， for nwnerical 1官邸ons，the exa.ct 
model can 't be used for evaluating the performance 
of the LBM， in the c回 eofveηbursty servic倍 orfor 
low leaky rates. 

The ftuid ftow approximation give ina.ccurate results 
only when the burst and silence periods include very 
few cells. The control of the mean cell rate requires 
a leaky rate nea.r the source me組 rate.That means 
av釘 ylugher counter threshold is necessary to con-
trol the mean cell rate of the bursty sources. This 
implies that very long times a.re nec田 saryto detect 
the violation of the me祖 cellrate. 

• LBM Variant 3. 

One disadvantage of the LBM Vari組 t3 is that the 
bandwidth enforcement introduced by the token pool 
is in effect even when the network load is light and 
there is no need for enforcement. Another disadvan-
tage of tlus LBM is that it may mistake non-violating 
cells for violating cells. When traffic is bursty， a la.rge 
nwnb町 ofcells may be generated in a short period 
of time， that conform to the traf五cdescriptor values 
claimed at the time the connection w邑田tablished.
In such situations， none of 山田ecells should be con-
sidering violating cells. Yet in a.ctual practice， this 
LBM may erroneously identify such cells as being in 
violation of admission pa.r.出町民rs.

5 Flexible PMs 
5.1 Need for Flexible PMs 

The broadband networks can transport different se子
vices with different bandwidth requirements in an inte-
grated m副 mer.They also provide the potential to obtain 
improved bandwidth efliciency by statistical multiplexing 
of the bursty traffic streams. Statistical multiplexing of 
different types of services with different correlations and 
burstiness properties， and different QoS requirements， re-
quire elaborate traffic control mechanisms in order to avoid 
excessive 1055 of information. Tlus problem is complicated 
by the fa.ct that most of' these multimedia services have 
poorly understood tra血ccha.ra.cteristics. Also， some new 
services (e.g. VBR video) exlubit sudden changes in their 
a.rrlval rate process， which might lead to significant changes 
in the network's work-load， thus adding another degree of 
complexity to the problem. Tlus h槌 leadmany resea.rchers 
to believe that new traffic PMs， with some adaptive intel-
lig佃 tcapability，町'erequired to meet such new challenges. 

M組 yd笛 ignand control problems in communication 
systems a.re well suIted for回 alysisusing fuzzy set theory. 
Fuzzy logic h踊 proveneffective in a number of applications 
such錨 intelligentcontrol and decision making， especially 
where system behavior is di侃cultto cha.racterize and h部

品rictimplementation constraints. In broadband net works 
which will support diverse services that have a multiple 
perfonnance criteria， fuzzy logic is a robust method to deal 
with control probleID5. 

5.2 Intelligent PMs 
In this section， we will pr倍 enttwo intelligent PMs re-

ported in refs. [8， 9]. Some studi回 proposedso fa.r [2，司
show that the LBM has a better performance compa.red 
with the other conventional PMs. However， in陀 f.[4] it is 
shown that the LBM h踊 perfonnancelimitation for user 
pa.rameter control in high-speed networks. To deal with 
these limitations， in ref. [吋， a fuzzy poliωis proposed to 
control the mean cell ra旬 ofthe bursty sources. The dif-
ference between the fuzzy policer and our proposed FPM 
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Figure 2: Performance comparison of PMs. 

Figure 3: FLC structure. 

in ref. [9] is that the fuzzy policer is a window-based PM， 
while FPM is a leaky-bucket-b幽 edPM. The performance 
of the PMs is shown in Fig. 2. All PMs a.re policing the 
mean cell rate of the packet voice source. The policed mean 
cell rate of the LBM is C ・mcr，where C is the over dimen-
sioning fa.ctor. The performance cha.ra.cteristic of fuzzy po・
lic町 andFPM is almost the s田町 andvery closed to the 
ideal cha.ra.cteristic compa.red with the LBM. Tlus means， 
they have a better selectivity cha.ra.cteristic than the LBM. 
The fuzzy policer and FPM sta.rt to tag (di民a.rd)the cells 
when the mean cell rate is more than 22 cell/s， wlule the 
LBM sta.rts to discard the cells before the mean cell rate 
is 22 cell/s. Tlus show that the fuzzy-based PMs have a 
good responsiveness to pa.r世間terviolation compa.red with 
the LBM. 

6 PMs for Multimedia Applications 
6.1 Policing of Still Picture Source 

The difliculty of cha.ra.cterizing a policer a.ccurately，百
conventional methods and models a.re used， led us to ex-
plore altemative solutions based on soft computing tech-
niqu倍・ In tlus section， we introduce an intelligent PM 
for multimedia application b踊 edon FL. The Fuzzy Logic 
Contr蜘 (FLC)is the major component in the proposed 
FPM， whose main function is to control 出eshort-tenn be・
havior of the so町 ce.The FLC structure is shown in Fig.3. 

We踊 swnefor the cell arrival process pattem， a bursty 
source，邸 isshown in Fig. 4(a). Ea.ch burst has a duration 
mbd (mean burst duration) r組 domva.riable and a cell rate 
of pcr cell/s (peak cell rate). The duration of ina.ctive 
(silence) period is the random va.riable msd (mean silence 
duration). 

The system model is shown in Fig. 4(b). The counter's 
main function is to control the long-term behavior of the 
source. H the cell出 Tivalnumber exceed a predefined num-
ber (the maximwn value of the counter) the mechanism 
will act and will discard or tag the exceeded cells. 

The state of the counter is expressed by the formula: 

CS = CSQ + bcn -ccr (6) 
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where cSo is the st町 tingstate of the counter， bcn is the 
number of the cell in a burst and ccr is the output of the 
FLC. 

The main task in the FPM design is to choose a func-
tion with proper shape and position and to determine the 

valu田 oflinguistic par却 letersat叩 appropriatelevel of 
granularity. Ouring a lot of experiments we found that the 
triangular memberslup function is more appropriate for our 
system. First， because it is easy to tune the memberslup 
functions and the second the error is smaller compare with 

the other memberslup function shapes. 
The input linguistic paramete四 arethe bu四 tcell num-

ber bcn， the mean silence duration msd and the counter 
state cs. The output linguistic parameter is the controlled 
cell rate ccr that enter in the counter (see Fig. 4(b)). The 
term sets of bcn， msd， cs are defined respectively舗:

T(bcn) = {smαll，medium，big} = {sm，me，bi}j 
T(msd) = {short， T叫 shoペmiddle，T凶 10吋，10吋}=

{SHO， N SH， M 1， NL， LO}j 
T(cs) = {Small，Med山m，Big}= {S，M，B}. 

We define the term set of the output linguis-
tic parameter T(ccr) = {lncre蹴 3，Incre蹴 2，In・
crease 1， Not Increase Not Oecrease， Oecrease 1， Oe-
σe笛 e2， ...， Oecrease 13， Oecre描 e 14} = {13， 12， 
11， NINO， 01，02，・…， 013， D14}， where 12 increase more 
than I1 and 02 decrease more than 01 and so on. The 
memberslup functions are shown in Fig. 5. 

Based on the above linguistic d田 criptionof the in-
put and output p町田nete四 wemake a Fuzzy Rule Base 
(FRB). The FRB forms a fuzzy set of dimensions IT(bcn)lx 
IT(sd)1 x IT(cs)l， where IT(x)1 is the number of terms on 
T(x). So， there are a total number of 45 rules in the FRB. 
For the sake of space， we will not show the FRB here. 

6.2 Simulation Results 
For simulation purposes， we choose the still picture 

source wluch is a prototype of the on-off sources and is 
considered as the worst c出 etraffic pattern. 

μ(bcn) + sm me ba 

a)~ 、><: I 

μ(msd) tSH NS MI NL LO
bcn 

b) 〉く〉く〉く〉く l

μ(cs)↑ S M B msd 

c) 1./矢、~、 l
一 ー一 一圃圃.

cs 

d) 

ccr 

Figure 5: Membership functions for a) bcn b) msd 
c) cs and d) ccr. 
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Figure 6: Violation probability versus the number 
of emitted cells. 

The parameters of the still picture source are部 follows.

pcrO = 2 MbJs = 4716 cellJs， mbdO = 500 ms， msdO = 
11000 ms， bcnO = 2358 cells， mcrO = 87 kbJs = 205 cellJs. 

Fig. 6 shows the characteristic of violation probab出ty
括 afunction of the number of emitted cells. The msd pa-
rameter is keeping constant. The incre踊 ein the mean cell 

rateh出 beenaclueved by inc阿倍ingmbd (or bcり.The vi・
olation probability value is zero until the number of emitted 

cells is 5000， 18000 and 33000 cells for msd 11000， 20000 
and 27000 milliseconds， respectively. At these points the 

mean cell rate is 205 cellJs. After these points the mean 
cell rate becomes more than 205 cellJs， therefore the FPM 
starts to disc町 dthe violation cells. The violation proba-
bility increases gradually and afterw副也remainsconstab.t. 
The violation probability is lower for lugher values of msd. 
That happens because with incre踊 ingthe value of msd 
the violation probability deσe笛 es.

The characteristic of violation probability ve四国 the
silence duration is shown in Fig. 7. In tlus c舗 e，we keep 

the bcn p訂即時terconstant. The incre槌 ein the mean cell 
rate h回 beenaclueved by decreasing msd. The violation 
probability value is zero from msd 33000 ms until the msd 
becomes 12000， 18000 and 27000 milliseconds for bcn 2500， 
3500 and 5500 cells， respectively. These points imply that 
the mean cell rate value becomes 205 cellJs. After these 
points， the violation probability increases gradually and 
afterwards remains const組 t. The FPM shows the s組問
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[9] L. Baro出， and K. Tanno，“Policing Mechanism in 
ATM Networks Using Fuzzy Set Theory，" Trans.on 
hu. Process. Soc. of Japan (IPSJ)， Vo1.38 ， No.6， pp. 
1103-1115， June 1997. 

[1吋B.J.Vickers，J.B.Kim， T、
t“io叩nControl and Resource Management in Diverse 
ATMEnv吋ironn田une.叩nt旬肌s鳥，"Trans. IEICE， Vol. J7~B-I， No. 
11， pp. 75仏774，Nov. 1993. 

[11] K.Hirota，“Industria.l Applications of Fuzzy Technol・
ogy，" Springer-Verlag， 1993. 

[12] V.Cata.nia， and G. Ascia， "A VLSI Para.llel Architec-
ture For Fuzzy Expert Systems，" Internationa.l J. of 
Pat. Recogn. and AI， Vol. 9， No. 2， pp. 421-447， 1995. 
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Figure 7: Violation probability versus the silence 

duration. 

50∞ 

behavior characteristics. The violation probability value 
incre踊 eswith increasing the bcn. 

7 Conclusions 
In this paper， we described the conventional PMs and 

gave their drawbacks. We compared by組出国npletheir 
perform組 ce組 dshowed that LBM has better behavior 
th組 WMs. We pr回 entedour FPM for controlling still 
picture source and eva.luated its performance by some sim-
ulations. The performance eva.luation shows that the FPM 
can control the average bit rate of the still picture source. 
In the future， we would like to extend the study for policing 
video sources. 
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